RESIDENCE PERMIT
HUMANITARIAN REASONS DUE TO SERIOUS HEALTH PROBLEMS
2 YEARS
(without access to the labour market)

DOCUMENTS (08)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND CD
2. PHOTOCOPY OF ALL THE PAGES OF THE PASSPORT
3. VALID RESIDENCE PERMIT
4. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE 2119)
   THE CODE FOR THE FEE CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr OR FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
5. PROOF OF COVERAGE OF HOSPITALISATION AND OTHER MEDICAL EXPENSES FROM INSURANCE AGENCY OR PRIVATE INSURANCE CONTRACT (AT LEAST ONE YEAR)
6. RECENT CERTIFICATE FROM A GREEK PUBLIC HOSPITAL OR PRIVATE DOCTOR WITH A VERIFIED SIGNATURE OF THE DOCTOR OR INCAPACITY FOR WORK DECISION FROM THE MEDICAL COMMITTEE (KEPA) OR DISABILITY RATE OF AT LEAST 50% OR DISABILITY PENSION DECISION
7. HOUSE CONTRACT PRINTED FROM TAXISNET
   *IF YOU ARE BEING HOSTED, A DECLARATION FROM THE LANDLORD AND TENANT IS REQUIRED
8. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
RESIDENCE PERMIT

HUMANITARIAN REASONS DUE TO HEALTH PROBLEMS
RENEWAL - 2 YEARS

DOCUMENTS (07)

1. **4 PASSPORT PHOTOS** (4x6) AND ON CD
2. PHOTOCOPY OF ALL THE PAGES OF THE **PASSPORT**
3. **VALID RESIDENCE PERMIT**
4. **FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE **2119**)**
   THE CODE FOR THE FEE CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr
   OR FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
5. **RECENT CERTIFICATE FROM A GREEK PUBLIC HOSPITAL OR PRIVATE DOCTOR WITH A VERIFIED SIGNATURE OF THE DOCTOR OR INCAPACITY FOR WORK DECISION FROM THE MEDICAL COMMITTEE (KEPA) OR DISABILITY RATE OF AT LEAST LEAST 50% OR DISABILITY PENSION DECISION**
6. **HOUSE CONTRACT** PRINTED FROM TAXISNET
   *IF YOU ARE BEING HOSTED, A DECLARATION FROM THE LANDLORD AND TENANT IS REQUIRED*
7. **OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN ENGLISH** (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)